
I got the thumbs up. This told me that I was good to drop

into the next eddy, that my teammate had checked the line

downstream and felt confident to push on. I peeled out,

drove my boat across the flow and hit the eddy. My eyes

followed the paddler ahead as they paddled on, heading for

the safe spot that they had selected before passing on the

signal.

Award: Progressive White Water Award
Location: Soca, Slovenia
Candidates: Working towards Advanced White Water Leader
Provider: Dan Wilkinson / Joint Service Mountain Training Centre

I’ve just come back from delivering a 10 day white water
kayaking package as part of my role working for the Joint
Service Mountain Training Centre. The military utilise
Adventurous Training to enhance operational capability
through controlled exposure to risk. As part of this
requirement, they develop Service personnel to be able to
deliver experiences in adventurous activities.

We were stood on an island in the middle of the river. This

had seemed like the best place to get line of sight

downstream, but now presented a host of challenges as to

how to communicate the complex line to the rest of our team,

around 50m upstream and on the far bank?  It was all very

well letting them know they had to be in the left channel but

they needed to know to boof the hole at the end of the rapid.

On the concentration (Military term for the overseas package),
we had four students who were already qualified as White
Water Kayak Leaders.  The four share an aim, to develop to
become Advanced White Water Kayak Leaders.  During our
profiling of the skillset required to lead in challenging water,
we identified that personal skill and experience was one of the
foundations for performance as a leader (you can see where
the transfer between this and being on operational tours
comes in!).  As we broke the skillset down further, it was clear
that working towards the Progressive White Water Award
would help to form these foundations.



The boat was pinned on the rock in the middle of the flow. The paddler with the dislocated

shoulder had been evacuated and now it was time to get all of the kit back.  Someone paddled

out, got out of their boat onto the rock that was pinning the boat and received a line from the

bank. They managed to clip the line to the pinned boat, then climbed into their boat and got out

the way.  The bank team hauled, and the boat was freed!  [Editor’s note – no paddlers were

actually harmed– this was a training scenario].

The Progressive White Water Award provided a broad template for the students to follow and
transfer their skills into a more challenging environment.  The open nature of the award meant that
we could adapt skills already present, and allowed us to focus on the areas we wanted
most development in.  It is an award that I can see really supporting paddlers, both personally to
feel confident that they are independent in that environment, but also to support people as they
develop towards an advanced environment.


